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Abstract 

Since the dawn of the Space Age, the exploration and use of outer space have been 

accompanied by mankind's effort to regulate space activities through legal means.  The 

many legal issues relating to this new frontier (outer space) have consumed a great deal 

of international space lawyers' time and effort. Amongst these issues, the delimitation 

between airspace and outer space is one of the most discussed questions. The question 

seems so fundamental, as if its settlement is a precondition for the consideration of all 

other questions relating to outer space. But over fifty-five years into the space age, states 

still have not agreed on where airspace ends and outer space begins, or whether a clear 

line of demarcation is even necessary. Perhaps far beyond the prediction of early space 

lawyers, this lacuna has not given rise to any significant problems, but there has never 

been a lack of concern in either the political or scholarly arenas. It does not follow, 

however, that a boundary will never be needed. The delimitation question should be 

studied by considering new technological developments. This paper studies the reasons 

and consequences of the long-lasting absence of a legal boundary between airspace and 

outer space, and the challenge posed by the emergence of aerospace objects. 

 

Introduction 

The accelerated metamorphosis of technology, and the commercial opportunities 

created thereby, place strains on legal regimes created for earlier, and simpler, times.
 

The 

existing regimes of Air Law and of Space Law were developed at a time when the 

technological and commercial opportunities for Earth-to-Earth movements did not yet exist.
 

As 

a consequence, there is no unified or integrated regime of Aerospace Law, and there is 

significant overlap and inconsistency between the regimes of Air Law and Space Law. The 

growth of commercial activity in space, coupled with the proliferation of technological 

opportunities to develop advanced transportation and new uses of outer space, manifestly 

mandate an assessment of which legal regime applies – Air Law, Space Law, or in some 

instances, both – and the governing rules of law.
 

An ever-increasing risk exists because of the 

continuous growth of air traffic and space traffic, which have been generally controlled, on the 

way up, by the use of segregated air space, and require an integrated approach for returning 

vehicles.
 

The international legal regime governing air transport on issues such as liability, 

security, navigation and air traffic management is well developed, and set forth in various 

conventions, treaties, and "soft law" standards. Five multilateral Space Law instruments also 

define legal rights and duties, all of which were developed before commercial activity in space 

became dominant. Yet is unclear whether space vehicles fall under established principles of 

Air Law, and if they do, whether these laws follow them into space. Moreover, it unclear 

where the legal limits of air space expire, and the outer space regime of Space Law begins. 

A series of possible approaches have been proposed for determining whether various 

winged vehicles are “aircraft” or are “space objects”, and for defining the boundary between 

air space and outer space. 

The relevant multilateral conventions contain elements of both functionalism and 

specialism. The Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944 (hereafter the “Chicago 
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Convention”) applies principles of Air Law to "air space" and to "aircraft." The Treaty on 

Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, 

including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of 1967 (“Outer Space Treaty”) applies 

principles of Space Law to "outer space" and "space objects." Unfortunately, neither of these 

conventions defines those essential terms. These definitional failures create uncertainty and 

potential conflict between these two, quite different, legal regimes. 

As commercial aerospace flights (orbital and suborbital) become more frequent, and 

more States become space-faring nations, their use of air space also traversed by aircraft will 

proliferate, creating a need for clarity and defined rules of safety, security, and liability. This 

article attempts to propose some measure of clarity. 

 

Boundary between Airspace and Outer Space 

The issue of where air space ends and outer space begins has been debated since in 

1950s.The Soviet Union‟s launch of Sputnik in 1957 established the principle of freedom of 

space. Implicitly, all nations recognized any human-made artifact is permitted to fly in outer 

space without permission of the subjacent State; to do so would define the upward extend of its 

sovereignty and implicitly or explicitly, the lower limit of what it considers to be outer space. 

1.1 Major Differences between Air Law and Space Law Regimes 

Air Law and Space Law are governed by vastly different legal regimes. In addition to 

bilateral air transport agreements and customary International Law, Air Law is governed by a 

number of major multilateral Conventions.
2
 

Space Law is also governed by bilateral agreements between States and customary 

International Law, U.N. resolutions, decrees by international organizations, national legislation 

and regulations,
 

as well as five multilateral Conventions.
3
  

The legal regimes that govern air space and outer space are distinct, and create a 

distinct conflict: while air space is an area to which State sovereignty can be attributed, 

outer space falls beyond sovereignty claims. Article 1 of the Chicago Convention 

explicitly recognizes the right of a State to extend “complete and exclusive” sovereignty 

over the air space above its territory. In contrast, Article II of the Outer Space Treaty 

provides that outer space “is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty”. 

Professor Steven Truxel observes, “It is now settled international law that airspace sovereignty 

ends where non-sovereign airspace begins.”
4
 

As another example of incongruity between the two legal regimes, pursuant to the 

Outer Space Treaty and the Liability Convention, liability in Space Law is vested in the 

launching State. In contrast, pursuant to the Warsaw and Montreal Conventions, 

liability in Air Law is vested in the air carrier or aircraft operator. 

The differences in the rules that govern air space and outer space constitute a major 

impediment to the achievement of an integrated solution, unless the international community 

achieves consensus on the issue of delimitation. Defining suborbital flight will enable States 

determine the agency most suited to regulation and oversight of such activity, the associated 

risks, and the international obligations and liabilities attached to the State.  Any agreement on 
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the delimitation of air space and outer space has been hampered so far by conflicting interests 

related to security and unrestrained access to space, namely the overflight by (spy) aircraft and 

rockets of foreign countries. For “observation” missions using airplanes, the problem has been 

solved to a certain extent by the signature of the Treaty on Open Skies in 1992.
5
 Safety and 

security problems remain for overflying rockets either during climbing to orbital space, or 

during Earth-to-Earth suborbital flights (e.g. ICBM). Such overflights take place well above 

the commercial controlled national air space (i.e. above FL 600 = 18.3km), and above 

international air space. 

1.2 The Need for A Unified Legal Regime 

Future transportation systems will be highly influenced by the legal regime in which 

they are developed. Commercial development of space would be much enhanced by clarity, 

stability and predictability of law. Failing to define the boundary of outer space may “thwart 

the proper and orderly governance of outer space and the certainty and strength of international 

law governing space activities.”
6

 

The absence of uniformity of law, and conflicting and 

overlapping laws will impair the market's interest in investment in space transportation, and the 

insurance industry's ability to assess and price risk. 

Commercial investment in space transportation systems is expensive,  depends on as 

yet unproved technology, and is fraught with risk. Clear legal rules can help define the degree, 

or consequences, of risk, and reduce uncertainty, providing the predictability necessary to 

support commercial investment. Conversely, legal uncertainty can increase risk and chill 

investment. Many other academics and commentators have urged that legal rules be refined to 

take account of commercial needs in space. Some have suggested that the emerging legal 

regime should be one of Air Law. Others prefer the regime of Space Law.
 

Still others have 

urged immunity from liability for commercial activities in space for a developmental period.
7
  

Neither “air space” nor “outer space” is defined in the relevant treaties. The 

development of suborbital flights would benefit from the delineation of where air space ends 

and outer space begins.  

1.3 An ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) for Space 

The simplest, and most sensible initial effort would be for ICAO to amend its Annexes to 

redefine aircraft to include aerospace vehicles, so that when they fly in air space used by civil 

aircraft, the rules of safety and navigation would be identical.8 ICAO could regulate aerospace 

vehicles by amending the definition of an “aircraft” to include aerospace vehicles. It created 

the definition of aircraft, and amended it to clarify that air cushion vehicles were not within the 

Chicago Convention; ICAO could amend its Annexes again to clarify that sub-orbital vehicles 

fall within the definition of "aircraft." Annex 7 already includes gliders, balloons, helicopters, 

ornithopters, rotorcraft, and gyroplanes within the definition of “aircraft.”
9
 Balloons have no 

wings. If a balloon can legally be deemed to be an “aircraft”, then a suborbital aerospace 

vehicle can be deemed to be an “aircraft” as well, even if it is in the shape of a rocket. ICAO 

could amend particular annexes to define the rules of safety and navigation for "aircraft" so 

redefined.
 

ICAO could promulgate a new Annex 20 on "Space Standards." Beyond safety and 

navigation, as air transport has grown and evolved, ICAO has focused on other areas not 
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explicitly listed in Article 37, ICAO has taken the lead on environmental and security issues, 

jurisdictional areas not originally contemplated when the Chicago Convention was drafted. 

Article 37 is sufficiently broad to permit such jurisdictional assertions, as it provides that 

ICAO may promulgate SARPs addressing "such other matters concerned with the safety, 

regularity, and efficiency of air navigation as may from time to time appear appropriate." If 

suborbital vehicles were included in the definition of “aircraft” as contemplated in the Chicago 

Convention, it is likely that special provisions would be introduced to accommodate specific 

requirements of operation and safety peculiar to the craft involved. Some international 

regulatory body is needed to provide uniform standards for national certification of space 

launch systems and vehicles, and their navigation through air space.
10

  

ICAO might also define the limits of air space by amending an Annex, though some 

may argue that such a change would require a new Protocol amending the Chicago Convention 

itself, or perhaps an entirely new multilateral convention. This is by no means a new proposal. 

As early as 1956, Professor John Cobb Cooper urged that the definition of air space should be 

determined by the United Nations and that pertinent regulations should be promulgated by 

ICAO. 

Others may argue that a separate space traffic management system, under a new 

international space management organization, should be established. Today, we confront the 

issue of suborbital vehicles, which are very similar to "contraptions regulated by the air law 

conventions". Moreover, it would be difficult to justify replication of the able and detailed 

work already done by ICAO on issues such as safety, navigation, security and liability, at least 

with respect to flights in the Earth's atmosphere.
11

 

1.4 The Law of the Sea Convention of 1982 as A Model for Delimiting Airspace and  

            Outer Space 

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 [UNCLOS] was 

concluded after almost a decade of negotiations during the third UN Conference on the Law of 

the Sea (UNCLOS III, 1973-1982).
12

 

It replaced a series of earlier relevant Conventions, 

including the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law of the Seas, which mostly focused on 

maritime matters, such as the navigation of merchant and military fleets, than on matters of 

exploration and exploitation of the Sea. The UNCLOS contains 320 articles and provides a 

thorough regime of rights and obligations of States over all parts of the Sea, by dividing them 

into several categories (e.g. Internal Waters, Territorial Waters, Archipelagic Waters, 

Contiguous Zone, Exclusive Economic Zone, Continental Shelf, and High Seas), with different 

sets of State rights and obligations over each of these categories. 

Because of this distinction, the implications of the UNCLOS on State sovereignty 

constitute a critical issue, as States can exercise different levels of sovereign powers depending 

upon which part of the Sea in which they undertake their activities. More specifically, the 

functions that the UNCLOS serves are twofold as far as the implications on sovereignty are 

concerned: on the one hand, the Convention extends State sovereignty over parts of the Sea in 

the form of extended territorial sovereignty and attributes to States rights over areas that have 

been accepted as res communis, such as the High Seas,
13

 
 

and over areas characterized as 

„common heritage of mankind‟, such as the Area and its resources,
14

 

extending State 
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jurisdictional control over areas beyond State sovereignty. At the same time, however, the 

UNCLOS restricts such sovereign rights in deference to the rights of other States.
15

 

The Law of the Sea Convention could serve as a model for defining legal rules in 

space. This Convention:  

(1) defines Territorial Seas, where States enjoy sovereignty;  

(2) defines the Exclusive Economic Zone, where States enjoy limited rights; and  

(3) defines the High Seas, where no sovereignty exits, and is free for use by all.  

Similarly, a new treaty could do the same to resolve the dilemma of what legal rules 

apply to flight. It could:  

(1) define what constitutes Air Space, where sovereign rights exist;  

(2) define Near Space, where limited rights of States exist; and  

(3) define Outer Space, where no sovereignty exists and is free for use by all.  

Thus, legal rights in the Territorial Seas as described in UNCLOS are analogous to 

those in Air Space of the Chicago Convention; legal rights on the High Seas as described in 

UNCLOS are analogous to those which exist in Outer Space pursuant to the Outer Space 

Treaty; and legal rights of the Contiguous Zone and the Exclusive Economic Zone as described 

in UNCLOS are analogous to those which could be created in a multilateral treaty describing 

the legal rights of States in Near Space. Let us now examine what might be the legal regime, 

and metes and bounds, of Near Space.
16

  

 

1.5 Near Space as A Path to A New Regime of Air and Space Law 

On the basis of this review of the development of the questions on the definition of 

outer space and delimitation between air space and outer space, several observations can be 

made. First, the fact that the COPUOUS Legal Subcommittee considered it necessary to 

examine the issue through the lens of collateral issues, such as the nature of suborbital vehicles 

and suborbital flights, reveals that the need to delimit or define outer space is not one on its 

own, but rather one emerging from New Space
 

activities that bring with them novel needs. 

Last, these conclusions coupled with the emerging security concerns that arise from the 

function.
17

 

  The peculiarities of the suborbital vehicles pose the need for the establishment of a 

separate, intermediate, zone between air space and outer space.
18

 

This zone would cover 

emerging space activities (commercial and military) that use altitudes from approximately 

20km to 160km, the so called “Near-Space.” Commercial and military interests have begun to 

develop operating systems in Near-Space. Such systems include suborbital vehicles, 

stratospheric balloons, pseudo-satellites and high-altitude drones. Some will operate a few 

minutes, hours, weeks, months, or years. Some tourism sub-orbital flights may reach 130 km in 

order to give its customers more zero-gravity time. Operations in near-space are a potential 

threat for air traffic beneath and for the public on ground, in the case of failures or 

malfunctions. They are also a threat for space outbound and returning traffic. The following 

operational boundaries exist between aviation and space:  
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• 160 Km, lowest practical operating orbit for satellites  

• 120 Km, re-entry threshold for space systems;  

• 50 Km, upper limit of atmospheric buoyancy (balloons)  

• 18 km, upper limit of civil aviation traffic  

Using the jurisdictional zones established by the Law of the Sea Convention as a 

model, a new treaty, or an amendment to Art. 12 of the Chicago Convention could establish:  

 The Outer Space Zone, above 120km (or, alternatively, above 160km): subject to 

Space Law.  

 The Near Space Zone, between 50-120km (or, alternatively, 18-160km): like a mix of 

the UNCLOS Contiguous Zone and Exclusive Economic Zone, open to innocent 

passage by all, with aerial safety and navigation rules established (presumably by 

ICAO),
197 

enforced by States in Flight Information Regions, and whose aerospace and 

launch vehicles are subject to Air Law. It could also be restricted against overflights by 

foreign State aircraft absent permission of the underlying State.  

 The Air Space Zone, below 50km (or, alternatively, below 18km): subject to the 

exclusive territorial sovereignty of the underlying State, as they are today.  

In embracing this approach, a definition and delimitation of outer space would be 

achieved in an indirect manner, i.e. by establishing and defining the metes and bounds of a 

middle, intermediate, zone, the lowest altitude of which would signify the end of air space, 

while the highest would define the beginning of outer space. In this manner, not only would the 

activities undertaken within these specified limits be regulated through new laws specifically 

adjusted to the needs of Near Space activities, but the establishment of the boundaries of Near 

Space would also allow for clarification as to the highest altitude where Air Law ceases to exist 

and the lowest altitude where Space Law commences. Except for the easier legal definition and 

regulation of suborbital activities, Dr. Pelton identifies other issues that such an approach 

would answer, including safety coordination issues, strategic security, air traffic control 

management, stratospheric pollution, frequency interferences, satellite navigation software 

improvements and related technical issues.  

Predictability of outcomes would be enhanced if the question of whether Air Law, or 

Space Law, or a new regime of “Aerospace Law” applied to suborbital flights. Commercial 

development of space would be facilitated by clarity, stability and predictability of law. 

Uniformity of law will improve the market‟s interest in investment in space transportation, and 

the insurance industry‟s ability to assess and price risk. Delineation of which legal regime 

applies – in air space, near space, and outer space - will clarify rights and obligations, and 

enhance the margin of safety for aircraft, spacecraft and aerospace vehicles operating in all 

three zones.
19

  

Conclusion 

 There is an answer to the delimitation debate in the sovereignty and therefore the 

airspace regime extends as high as possible until it is capped. That cap comes with the lowest 

definitive reach of the outer space regime: orbit. Overall, where there is doubt as the State 

sovereignty, it should be presumed that such sovereignty exists. 

 This work has pulled airspace and outer space apart to assess them independently, to 

include their nature and their accompanying legal regimes. Then it attempted to put them back 
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together to demonstrate that a broader view – through the particular lens of the potential for the 

use of force against aerospace vehicles – can help demonstrate how the regimes fit together. 

The resulting conclusion is that the line of demarcation between air and space is at orbit. 

 Finally, just because these aerospace vehicles and usages are relatively new does not 

mean they are without precedent. For instance, consider submarines – they introduced new 

concerns for the application of force in the law of the sea but were eventually fit into the 

existing self-defense and security rubric. While the law of the sea cannot be directly imported 

into outer space law, it demonstrates that new capabilities that blur old lines and have the 

potential to transcend boundaries can be integrated into an ordered regime. Submarines were 

free to operate in their unique fashion – underwater and out of sight – on the high seas. But 

when this capability interfaced with State concerns of sovereignty near their coasts, States 

essentially negated the unique attributes of a submarine in favour of deference to the territorial 

sovereignty of the littoral State. 

 Aerospace vehicles present a unique new problem for the assertion of sovereignty. But 

just because there is a new threat to territorial integrity does not mean that sovereignty is 

diminished. Certainly, a convention or treaty could resolve the issue. Perhaps a formal passage 

regime for aerospace vehicles could be created by States. But it is also possible that, like with 

the submarine and airplanes, States will favour their sovereignty over free use of a new 

application. And until that happens States must operate under the extant law and its present 

line, created by the disposition of States towards sovereignty and checked only by their interest 

in allowing freedom of motion in orbit and beyond. 
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